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Short Description

Featuring an incredibly clean design, Shadow brings modern BitFenix styling to a surprisingly affordable ATX
form factor. The magnetic door, coated in BitFenix SofTouch� Surface Treatment, is underlined with a
selectable LED accent that can be easily switched to red, blue, or even turned off from the top control panel.
A terrific base for the modern PC, Shadow easily accommodating long graphics cards up to 320mm in length,
and CPU tower coolers up to 165mm tall. The ample storage capacity enables up to seven 3.5" HDDs to be
installed, along with a single 2.5" SSD. Two Superspeed USB 3.0 ports facilitate quick file transfers, and
removable dust filters help keep the insides dust free. Equipped with DIY-friendly features such tool-free
drive locking, cable management locations, and a powder-coated all-black interior, Shadow delivers a trifecta
of style, function, and value.

Description

*** For a limited time only, FREE shipping to lower US 48 states ***

Featuring an incredibly clean design, Shadow brings modern BitFenix styling to a surprisingly affordable ATX
form factor. The magnetic door, coated in BitFenix SofTouch� Surface Treatment, is underlined with a
selectable LED accent that can be easily switched to red, blue, or even turned off from the top control panel.
A terrific base for the modern PC, Shadow easily accommodating long graphics cards up to 320mm in length,
and CPU tower coolers up to 165mm tall. The ample storage capacity enables up to seven 3.5" HDDs to be
installed, along with a single 2.5" SSD. Two Superspeed USB 3.0 ports facilitate quick file transfers, and
removable dust filters help keep the insides dust free. Equipped with DIY-friendly features such tool-free
drive locking, cable management locations, and a powder-coated all-black interior, Shadow delivers a trifecta
of style, function, and value.

Features

Sleek and Modern with Selectable LED Accent

Shadow keeps an incredibly clean look with a magnetic door clad in signature BitFenix SofTouch� Surface Treatment. Underneath
is an LED accent that can switch between red and blue to match your build, or can be turned off with the push of a button. With a
no-nonsense, streamlined form factor, the modern PC finds the perfect home with Shadow.
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Enhanced Hardware Compatibility

To ensure that you've got enough firepower to do the job, Shadow enables you to install graphics cards up to 320mm in length.
And for optimal air cooling, tower CPU coolers up to 165mm in height can be installed.

Multiple Cooling Options

When the competition heats up, there's no time for system crashes due to excessive heat. Shadow offers four 120mm fan
locations for excellent airflow. To get you started, Shadow comes fully equipped with two 120mm Spectre fans.

Ample Storage Capability

With the explosion of high-definition content, users are going to need a lot more storage to keep it all. Shadow offers no less than
seven 3.5" HDD bays for massive storage capability. You can even install a 2.5" SSD on the bottom of the case for lightning-fast
boot times.
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Removable Dust Filters

Your system should look good inside and out. Featuring a large removable dust filter on the front of case, along with dust filters for
the power supply and the bottom intake fan location, Shadow keeps dust where it belongs - outside your PC.

SuperSpeed USB 3.0

Enabling speeds up to ten times that of the previous generation, USB 3.0 is the new transfer standard. Shadow comes with two
Superspeed USB 3.0 ports, ensuring blazing file transfers and increased throughput.

BitFenix Quality

Each BitFenix case includes a plethora of useful features that make building your system a trouble-free task. A large CPU cutout is
included for quick CPU cooler changes, while cable management features keep cable clutter to a minimum. With a brushed
BitFenix aluminum logo and tool-free drive locking mechanisms for easy drive installation, the Shadow users can feel the BitFenix
Experience.
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Specifications

Materials Steel, Plastic

Colors (Int/Ext) Black/Black

Dimensions (WxHxD) 190 x 440 x 506mm

Motherboard Sizes ATX, Micro ATX, Mini-ITX

5.25� Drive Bays x 3

3.5� Drive Bays x 7

2.5� Drive Bays x 1

Cooling Front 120mm x 2 (1 included)

Cooling Bottom 120mm x 1 (optional)

Cooling Rear 120mm x 1 (included) or 92mm x 1 (optional) or 80mm x 1 (optional)

PCI Slots x 7

I/O USB 3.0 x 2, USB 2.0 x 2, HD Audio

Power Supply PS2 ATX (bottom, multi direction)

Extras SofTouch� Surface Treatment, selectable red/blue LEDs, removable dust filters, tool-free drive
locking mechanisms

Additional Information

Brand Bitfenix

SKU BFC-SDO-150-KKXBR-RP

Weight 20.0000

Color Black

Chassis Form Factor Mid-Tower

Material Steel

PSU Wattage No PSU
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